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WELCOME TO THE SECOND A .H .P .S . CONVENTION AT SEPAD '79 IN PHILADELPHIA, OCT .5-7.

I would like to lead off this special SEPAD issue of TELL by explaining the
importance of this meeting place for the second national convention of the Amer-
ican Helvetia Philatelic Society .

	

In many respects, Swiss philatelists in North
America owe a great debt to the organizational energy of collectors in southeast
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York City, and immediately adjacent areas .

	

Forty-
one years ago, Gustave Avon Gross founded the Helvetia Society, the first or-
ganization for Swiss philatelic specialists in the United States .

	

Along with
the Swiss-American Stamp Society, Helvetia was a forerunner of the present AHPS.
The initial organizational meeting of Helvetia took place at Dr . von Gross' home
in Philadelphia .

	

Although the fortunes of the old Helvetia Society varied over
the years, the idea of organized Swiss philately in this country was continually
sustained by a core group of dedicated collectors in the Philadelphia-New Jer-
sey-New York City area .

	

Thus in a very real sense, AHPS, in convening at SEPAD,
returns to its roots .

	

AHPS thanks SEPAD for providing us this opportunity.
Those members who attend or exhibit also owe thanks to Harlan Stone, AHPS vice-
president, who has smoothly coordinated our relations with the SEPAD organiza -
tion.

Those who attend will have a rare opportunity to view an impressive display
of Swiss exhibits by AHPS members .

	

Be sure to attend the second, national AHPS
meeting Saturday at 2 :30 p .m ., and drop by the Society's booth .

	

We still need
people to help man the booth ; so if you can spare the time (two hours), please
volunteer!

	

Following the 2 :30 p .m . meeting there will be shown a brand-new
slide show : "Postal Stationery of Switzerland ; an Overview," produced by the
Postal Stationery Society of Switzerland, presented in translated narration by
Felix Ganz.

To all members who come to SEPAD -- Welcome, and thanks for coming . And to
our friends and guests : why not join AHPS now?

Robert Zeigler
President, AHPS



CHANGE OFA.H.P.S, 	SECRETARY : John Barrett accepted a new position with a U .S.
firm in Ireland . Since A .H .P .S . cannot have a "foreign secretary," a new one
had to be appointed . He is DAVID F . BEABER, P .O .B . 57, GRAFTON MA 01519 . Direct
all membership inquiries, application blanks, TELL back orders, etc . to him.
3y the way : THANKS . both you guys, for past and future work on behalf of AHPS!!

LAST, AGONIZED CALL FOR"SEPAD SITTERS" AT THE AHPS TABLE:
If you come to SEPAD, AHPS NEEDS YOUR HELP, or that of your spouse, to SIT AT
the AHPS table, banter with passers-by, sign up new members, distribute gratis
TELLS and other goodies, lick stamps for our souvenir envelope, etc . GIVE US 2
HOURS and inform Harlan Stone WHEN . You get one free admission pass to SEPAD.

AND WHAT HAPPENED TO AHPS MEMBERS AT STAMPSHOW '79 IN BOSTON, LATE IN AUGUST?
Jan Donker called the New England Chapter to order at noon onSaturday, August
25, even though he had just arrived, at 1 a .m . that same day, from the Nether-
lands! THAT'S DEVOTI0N. Members Beaber, Diamond, Eggen, Ganz, Henson . Lloyd,
Ricksecker, Stone and Untersee signed the attendance sheet . Others did not . We
also had several guests and prospective members, and all enjoyed the AHPS slide

show, as well as meeting with each other after years of corresponding only!
There were three Swiss exhibits at STaMpsHOW '79 . Harlan Stone took a gold

for his beautiful eight frames

	

of "Swiss Postal Rates, 1850-82 ." Dave Beaber's
last-minute stand-in 3 frames of "Standing Helvetia Varia" made a silver-bronze,
and Felix Ganz, with his Champion of Champion competition exhibit of "Switzer-
land 1748-1848" was an "also ran", as were 16 others that lost to the Champion
of Champions, 'Large Hermes Heads of Greece," by George Trefonas of Chicago . --in

the literature section, TELL of	 1978, Bob Ross, editor, received a silver . So did
Charles LaBlonde for an article series on "Geneva Postal History "	and AHPS life
member Ernest Kehr with his "Stamp News" article series . NOT BAD ; NOT BAD AT ALL .
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THE PENNSYLVANIA SWISS, By W . M . Watsch A .H.P.S.

Philadelphia is an appropriate meeting place for the A .H .P .S . because this
city served as the gateway for Swiss immigration into colonial Pennsylvania,
and no other American colony was so influenced by the Swiss as Penn's Com -
monwealth .

	

When William Penn undertook his Holy Experiment in religious
tolerance it was natural that he, a Quaker . should look to the pietist
movement in Switzerland, the Palatine (Rheinpfalz) region in Germany, and in the
Netherlands (Holland) .

	

Here also were protestant separatists, collectively
called Anabaptists, who had difficulty getting along with the established
state churches . whether protestant or catholic . Penn recruited particularly
among the " Mennonites," and the first German-speaking settlers under Francis
Daniel Pastorius founded Germantown in 1683, shortly after the original sur -
vey that laid out Philadelphia as a "Greene Countrie Towne ."

	

Germantown re-
tains its name today as a neighborhood within the City of Philadelphia . At
least one specifically Swiss immigrant, Joris Wertmuller of Bern, was among
the founders of Germantown.

In 1684 Joris Wertmuller wrote a letter to his brother-in-law, Benedict
Kunts of Bern . describing his new situation in the British American colony
of Pennsylvania .

	

Its text seems to be the oldest surviving communication
from Pennsylvania between native Swiss -- and therefore likely the oldest
mail from a Swiss American .

	

The letter itself probably molded away a long
time ago, but we can suppose that it possessed no postal markings as it was
undoubtedly carried back across the Atlantic as a favor . From its contents
we can surmise that Wertmuller had been living with his family among fellow
Mennonites in Amsterdam before being attracted to the New World by the reli -
gious tolerance offered by William Penn.

The following translation is to be found in S .W . Pennypacker, Proceedings of
thePennsylvania-GermanSociety, volume 9, pp .152 - 54 (1899):

March 16th, 1684
The Lord's blessing be with you brother-in-law and your household and all
good friends, especially those from the land of Berne . I arrived here in
good health . and -- praise God -- find myself still very well and hope to
hear the same of you.

The City of Philadelphia covers a great stretch of country and is growing
larger and larger .

	

The houses in the country are better built than those
in the city . The land is very productive . All kinds of grain are sown.
From a bushel of wheat planted, you may harvest sixty or seventy, so good
is the land . You can keep as many cattle as you wish for there is plenty
of food . And as many swine as you want since the oak trees produce an
abundance of acorns .

	

One finds householders here with a hundred cows and
innumerable hogs .

	

There are kinds of wild animals, birds by the thousand.
and great quantities of fish .

	

The land lies in a good climate . One sel-
dom sees mists or fogs .

	

There are many navigable rivers, beautiful
springs . mountains and valleys .

	

The farmers and husbandmen live better
than lords .

	

If a workman works only four or five days a week . he can
live grandly .

	

The farmers pay no tithes nor contributions .

	

They eat the
best and sell the worst .

	

The wild grapes yield so abundantly that a
single vine would make a hundred bottles of wine.

The native Indians are blackish, like the heathen who have now
disappeared from Germany and Holland.	 They are stronger and hardier than the

Christians but very mild .

	

They go almost naked, save the loins . They use
no money except kraaltjes and little shells like those on the horses'
bridles in Holland.

If you are inclined to come here, look for a good shipmaster since you
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cannot believe everything they say .

	

Passage from England is five pound
sterling, about 56 gulden . but I would advise you to go with a Holland
master to Manhates, formerly New Amsterdam and now New York, two or three
days' from Pennsylvania .

	

Take with you what you will need aboard ship,
especially brandy, oranges, lemons, spices and sugar since the sea may be
very trying.

Also clothes and linen are better than money for what I bought in Holland
for ten gulden . I sold here for thirty gulden.

I have written my brother in Amsterdam, asking that he send a chest of
clothes ; if you or any one from the Hague come here and bring it along I
shall compensate you well .

	

Also if you bring one or two of my sons, I
shall pay all costs .

	

If any one can come here at his own expense, and
arrive here in good health, he will be rich enough, especially if he can
bring his family or some servants, for servants are dear .

	

People bind
themselves for three or four years' service for a great price, and women
more than men because they are scarce .

	

A good servant fetches a hundred
gulden a year and board.

Brother-in-law, if you come here, bring a woman with you, and two for me
then we shall live like kings .

	

My brother Jochem lives in Amsterdam on
Ree Street in the Three Gray Shoes .

	

I have many more things to write but
time does not permit .

	

I commend you to God the Father Almighty, Amen.

I, Joris Wertmuller, Switzer by birth, at present in Pennsylvania.

N .B .

	

If anyone comes to this land or wishes to write, address them to
Cornelius Bom, Pennsylvania, city of Philadelphia . cake baker . who used
to live in Haarlem, Holland, and who came here in the same ship as I and
knows where I live in the country.

The first large group of Swiss settlers arrived in 1710-11 .

	

These Mennon -
ites were literally exiles since they had been allowed to sell their proper -
ty and had been given free transportation down the Rhine in return for their
promise never to return to their home cantons of Bern and Zurich .

	

Under the
leadership of Hans Herr, they settled on the Pequea and Conestoga creeks,
creating the first settlement of today's Lancaster County .

	

The Hans Herr
House, sturdily built of stone in 1719, has survived to this day.

Other groups followed, establishing German-speaking farming communities ev -
erywhere west and north of Philadelphia .

	

On the eve of the American Revo -
lution, Pennsylvania was populated (in order of relative numbers) by the
English, the "Germans," the Scotch-Irish, the Irish, the French, and the
Dutch .

	

The Germans . who were already referred to as the "Pennsylvania Dutch ;'
made up 25% of the total . [Obstinately we call the Swiss and Germans the
"Dutch," which may or may not be a corruption of "Deutsch ." Before the ar -
rival of the Irish Irish, we also called the Scotch-Irish simply the Irish.
They were, in fact, Orangemen . transplanted from lowland Scotland to Northern
Ireland and then transplanted again to North America .]

In colonial America the Blue Ridge formed an effective western barrier to
white settlement from southern New York to Georgia .

	

In south central Penn -
sylvania, however, the Blue Ridge topography is badly broken down, and
through this hole civilization first pushed into the interior of the Appala -
chians .

	

By 1750 Pennsylvania was exporting its frontiersmen southward into
the great valley behind the Blue Ridge .

	

These people, large "Germans" and
Scotch-Irish, would eventually settle much of West Virginia, the Shenandoah,
the Carolina Piedmont, Tennessee and Kentucky, and the Ohio country .

	

Daniel
Boone, a reasonable stereotype of this movement, was of Pennsylvania Dutch
and Scotch-Irish parentage .

	

His birthplace in Berks County is now a histor -
ical park .
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Quaker idealism about fair treatment of the native Indians prevailed in the
colonial legislature for several decades, but the westward advance of white
man's civilization eventually brought irreconcilable conflicts .

	

The paci -

fism of the Pennsylvania Germans allied them in the beginning with the Qua-
ker viewpoint .

	

The outbreak of the French and Indian War, however . made

this alliance untenable to the German-speaking pietists since unlike the
Quakers they farmed the poorly protected hinterlands .

	

In 1754 frontier
politicians wrested the legislature away from the control of the English

Quakers . The political ascendancy of two ethnic groups, the Scotch-Irish

and the Pennsylvania Germans . who owed no historic allegiance to the Brit -
ish Crown . set the stage for Pennsylvania's participation in the American
Revolution.

American history has not separated its European origins very thoroughly for
us ; but at least three distinctive features of Americana can be attributed

to our Swiss immigrants : the Conestoga wagon, the bank barn, and the Amish.
All three are closely tied to eastern Pennsylvania.

The Conestoga wagon originated in the principally Swiss settlement along the
Conestoga Creek . With large wheels . a high road clearance, and a somewhat

streamlined body . it offered efficient transport of farm produce into Phila-
delphia .

	

Pulled by from four to eight horses of a special, large white Con -

estoga breed . Conestoga wagons traversed even the poorest roads in the worst
weather . These wagons and teams became a mainstay of the Continental Army,
particularly during the winter encampment at Valley Forge .

	

By 1840 the Con -

estoga wagon was being replaced by the railroad in eastern Pennsylvania, but

it reappeared as the "prairie schooner" of the pioneers who would cross the
Great Plains .

	

Levi Zendt in James Michner's "Centennial " is a Pennsylvania
Amishman who becomes an early Colorado pioneer in the driver's seat of such
an outfit .

	

In 1975, fifty replicas of this historic design were dispatched
to each of the States to lead the several sections of the Bicentennial Wagon
Train back to their encampment at Valley Forge National Park.

The bank barn is a universal feature of the eastern Pennsylvania countryside.
Until this current century they were called Swisser or Sweitzer barns . and
their salient features were clearly adopted from Swiss agricultural models.
The bank barn is set into a slope, or bank, so that two levels can be en -
tered directly from opposite sides of the building . The upper two-thirds of

the barn is a hayloft with ample additional room

	

for equipment storage.
On the downhill side the loft overhangs the lower floor so that the several

doorways into the stalls below are amply shielded from the elements . The
construction materials are native stone and timber . The lower walls are al-
ways of stone ; the gable ends frequently of stone clear to the roof line.
The Swisser bank barn has been copied and modified across America.

The Amish began as conservative dissidents among the Mennonites in Switzer-
land .

	

Their namesake, Jacob Ammen [Ammann ; Ammon] of Bern three centuries

ago established the code of simple doctrine and severe life style we see in
the Amish community today . Keeping themselves deliberately apart from the
sins of modern American life, even of their Mennonite neighbors, they com -

prise an isolated agricultural community that retains the flavor of the
rural nineteenth century .

	

Shunning petroleum and electricity, they rely on
horsepower for their transportation and farm work .

	

Their buggies and dis -

tinctive dress are a common sight in our "Pennsylvania Dutch" country . The

prosperous farms of the Amish testify to the fact that the absence of modern
America is a matter of choice.

Our American culture is an amalgam of many origins, but to Pennsylvania
tiny Switzerland has offered more than her fair share .
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SWITZERLAND : A PANORAMA OF ITS POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS : 5 . Serialization, ion
TELL, of the A .H.P.S . Slide Show (available through APS), by Harlan Stone.

BASEL CANTONAL STAMP

In 1845 Basel became the last of three cantons
to issue stamps . Its only stamp is known through-
out the philatelic world as the Basel Dove because
of the central prominence of a dove . which is car -
rying a letter in its beak .

	

It was the first
stamp in the world to be printed in more than one
color (black, crimson and blue), the first to
involve more than one printing method (typography
for the frame and embossing for the dove) and the
first to show a bird.

TRANSITIONAL STAMPS

In 1848 the Swiss cantons adopted a federal consti -
tution which declared that a unified postal system
would be under federal control .

	

While the country's
new postal administration made preparations during
1849 and 1850 to issue Switzerland's first stamps.
four more cantonal stamps appeared with federal approval . Geneva issued the

left three, and Zürich issued the
right one .

	

All four of these so-
called Transitional Stamps include
the Swiss federal cross in recog -
nition of the new, central postal
administration, and reflect new,
uniform, local postal rates in
effect throughout the country.

FEDERAL LOCAL STAMPS

The first two federal stamps appeared in 1850 . Although
distributed to major towns throughout the country, they
paid postage only for local letters . These stamps are
known as the "Orts-Post" and "Poste Locale," after their
respective German and French captions meaning local post.
Both stamps exist in 40 types, distinguished by the different positions of the
vermicular lines that make up their backgrounds.

RAYON STAMPS

Later in 1850 and in 1851 the postal administration issued
stamps for letters going outside a local district . These
stamps, known as the "Rayon l . II and III," reflect a sys -
tem of inland rayons or zones that the authorities estab -
lished for new postage rates based on distance . The two
blue Rayon l stamps carry a denomination of 5 centimes, or
Rappen ; the yellow Rayon II stamp, 10 c . ; and the red Ray-
on III stamp . 15 c . The Rayon III stamp was printed with
three versions of its denomination : large 15 and small 15
Rappen . and 15 centimes . All of these stamps have different
patterns of background lines making 40 types of Rayon l and
Ils, from different stones yet, and ten types of the Rayon
III .
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THE SWISS PRESENCE IN PENNSYLVANIA : A TENTATIVE SKETCH . By Leo Schelbert,

Professor of History, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle.

At present it is impossible to do justice to the Swiss presence in what began in
1683 as William Penn's province -- first, because Swiss immigrants rarely were
recognized as a separate national group and in colonial times were taken as
Palatines or "Dutch," and later as Germans, French . or Italians depending on the
language they spoke .

	

The Swiss were, second . widely dispersed among groups
dominant in early Pennsylvania history . that is among the Mennonites, Amish.
Pietists . German Reformed, and Moravians ; and they followed the most diverse oc-
cupations .

	

Third, what is known about newcomers from Switzerland is somewhat
arbitrary : of some, like the Pequea settlers of 1710 or the Thommen family which
arrived in 1736 and settled in what is now Shaeferstown (and became also promin -
ent in Ephrata) much fascinating detail is known . Others . however, of equal or
even greater importance have not yet been studied . What follows offers, there-
fore . merely some highlights and does not give the complete story.

Of the 29,800 Swiss enumerated in the U .S . census of 1790 perhaps some 15,000
at that date lived in Pennsylvania where they had begun to settle in the 1690s.
Among the first were a Joris Wertmüller, some members of a Schuhmacher family
(originally from Safenwil, Ct . Aargau, but having emigrated from Kriegsheim in
the Palatinate), a Quaker-Mennonite family around Heinrich Zimmermann residing
in Germantown since 1698, and Franz Louis Michel from Bern who hoped to discover
silver mines in Pennsylvania's backwoods .

	

After 1800 most Swiss settled in
areas west of Pennsylvania because good land was scarce and too expensive for

- newcomers to purchase .

	

Thus the U .S . census of 1850 enumerated only 914 Swiss-
born in that state, a figure perhaps too low .

	

In 1860, 4 .404 were counted ; in
1880 6 .343 ; in 1910 7,484 . By 1930 the number of Swiss-born had decreased to
5,649 ; in 1940 to 4,138 ; and in 1970 to 1,638 . Available figures for the Swiss
stock, that is : the Swiss-born and their children, for 1940 are 14,498 ; for 1950
13,200 ; for 1960 11,223 ; and for 1970 8,039.

Although admittedly a small group among Pennsylvania's foreign-born . the Swiss
have left various traces as to place names . Some, such as Bergey (Bürki) . Her -
shey (Hirschi or Hirsche), Gallatin . Iselin . or (de) Rahm refer to family names
of immigrants . Names derived from Mennonites whose forebears had emigrated after
1660 from Switzerland to the Palatinate are frequent ; their children in turn
migrated in part from there to Penn's province after 1710 .

	

Various place names
refer to villages or towns of Switzerland as for instance Bern, Berne and

Bernville in Berks County, Lucerne Junction and Lucerne Mines (or Lucernemines) in
Indiana County, or Geneva in Crawford and Geneva Hill in Beaver County .

	

It is
important to note, however, that such settlements are not necessarily Swiss in
origin . Geneva, for instance, occasionally was chosen as a settlement ' s name
in honor of the Frenchman . John Calvin . who had translated his vision of true
Christianity in the city state of Geneva during the mid-sixteenth century.

About 1700 the European movement known as pietism also swept the churches of
Switzerland . Pietists gave preference to independent study of holy writ, to
personal experience, and to preaching by lay people in place of churchly ritual,
established clergy, and to concerns with orthodoxy .

	

Some Reformed ministers es-

pecially of the Bernese churches adopted the new faith and subsequently were

deposed . Among them was Samuel Güldin (1664-1745) . for nearly two decades the
only ordained German Reformed clergyman in Pennsylvania .

	

He arrived there with
his large family in 1710 and farmed in the Oley region about 40 miles from
Philadelphia .

	

He preached an occasional sermon and at times took part in theo -

logical controversies erupting in the colony.

The first group of Swiss Brethren arrived with the same boat as Samuel Güldin.
Although called Mennonites, their connection with Menno Simons (1492-1559), the
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Dutch priest who became the formulator of a separate interpretation of Christi -
anity, was only external .

	

Like their Dutch counterparts, the Swiss Brethren
rejected infant baptism, the oath, and military service .

	

They viewed the
church as the assembly of the elect .

	

They emerged as a separate group within
the Swiss Reformation after 1524, but were violently rejected by Catholics and
Zwinglians alike They were tolerated halfheartedly only in the Bernese Emmental,
the Jura region of the bishopric of Basel, and in the adjoining Alsatian region.

When the first group of Swiss Brethren landed in Philadelphia in October of 1710.
they were assisted by Rudolph Bondeli, a gunsmith by trade . The leaders of the
group -- Martin Kündig, Hans Graf, Hans and Christian Herr, and Martin Oberhol -
zer -- took up 10,000 acres of land at Conestoga along the Pequea creek . In 1717
Kündig returned to Europe and came back with new settlers .

	

Some 4000 Swiss
Brethren are estimated to have settled in Penn's province during the eighteenth
century . After 1738 some 200 Amish also settled there, a group that had separa -
ted in the 1690s from the Brethren under the leadership of Jacob Ammann (1644-
17??) . He had viewed the Brethren as having become too worldly and insisted on
uniform dress, ritual foot washing, and the strict avoidance of sinners .

	

The
Amish were to remain a separate group in the United States whereas they eventu -
ally rejoined the Brethren groups in Europe.

From the Lancaster region the Brethren and Amish moved westward into other coun-
ties, later into Indiana and Ohio . often joined by newcomers directly from
Switzerland or the Palatinate . Because farming in the form of independent . well
cared-for homesteads was in their view the only God-ordained way of life . the
search for good arable land for their many sons remained a constant concern and
led to migration westward . into Canada, and to Brazil .

	

The Brethren did not
settle in compact villages, but on separate farms, about twenty of them uniting
to an independent congregation that was led by a lay bishop.

Besides the Brethren and Amish a large contingent of Swiss Reformed settled in
Pennsylvania . They came from the cantons of Zürich, Schaffhausen, St .Gallen and
Basel, were farmers or craftsmen, and were attracted to Pennsylvania by pros -
pects of owning large tracts of land with low taxes .

	

A good many, too, hoped
to escape -- by emigration -- an unhappy marriage, bothersome in-laws or parents,
or the close supervision of pastors, bailiffs, and neighbors . They were joined
by ministers who organized them into parishes, ministered to their spiritual
needs, and furthered general education .

	

A leading figure was Michael Schlatter
(1716-1790) from St . Gallen who was assisted by men like Johann Conrad Steiner,
Friedrich Dalliker, Abraham Blumer, Andreas Loretz, and Heinrich Göttschi.

Professionals had settled mainly in Philadelphia . Among them was a Jacob Garraud
from Grandval (Jura), a well-to-do businessman in the 1770s . Henri Bouquet (1714
- - '5), a Swiss officer in British service, led the struggle against native (In -
dian) peoples who tried to bring the white incursion to a halt . In 1763 Bouquet
won a strategic victory near Bushy Run (near present-day Pittsburgh) which

opened the Ohio Valley to white settlement. Perhaps the most prominent Swiss immi -
grant to Pennsylvania was Albert Gallatin (1761-1849) . He served in the Penn -
sylvania Legislature in 1790, 1791, and 1792 . The following year he was elected
U .S . senator, but was refused his seat due to a technicality .

	

From 1795 to
1801 he served in the House until he became Secretary of the Treasury in the cabinet
of Thomas Jefferson.

Two fine accounts depict Swiss life in Pennsylvania during the 1820s .

	

One was
written by Johannes Schweizer (1785-1831) from Hemberg (Ct . St.Gallen) ; and the
other by the Toggenburger Johann Jakob Rütlinger (1790-1856) . Their reports show
that immigrant life was to a large extent burdened by the quest for good health,
a steady income, and inner peace -- at times elusive goals at any place or time!
In 1844 Philip Schaff (1819-1893) from Chur (Ct . of the Grisons), accepted a pro -
fessorship of theology at the Mercersburg Theological Seminary where he taught
until its closure in the early 1860s . His historical and ecumenical approach to
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theological questions had a profound influence on nineteenth century American
theology.

In 1894 the sculptor Otto Schweizer (1863-1955) settled in Philadelphia . He cre -
ated various monuments in that city as well as in Camden, Gettysburg . and Car-
lisle . The architect William Lescaze (1896-1969) from Geneva built one of the
first skyscrapers of Philadelphia and was an influential theoretician of func-
tional architecture .

	

Alfred Senn (1899-1978) from St .Gallen in 1938 accepted
a professorship of German and Balto-Slavic philology at the University of Penn -
sylvania as a leading specialist of the Lithuanian language .

	

At present Prof.
Don Yoder, descendant of eighteenth century Swiss Reformed immigrants from
Steffisburg (Ct. Bern) occupies the chair of folklore at the same university . His
work reflects a keen awareness of the Swiss influence upon Pennsylvania German
folklife and culture.

Excerpts from three immigrant reports, the first translated by Hedwig Rappolt.
may conclude this brief and incomplete sketch .

	

The Bernese businessman Louis
Michel wrote to Bern in 1704:

Philadelphia is a town of 22 years whose prosperity and fame make it prefer-
able to most all English-American towns . I was surprised to see the differ-
ence from other towns hereabouts regarding its bigness, its splendid edi-
fices, its daily building of new houses and ships, its regularity of streets,
its abundance of provisions at much lower prices than in the neighboring
places . But mostly, what makes people from all over flock here, is partly
the freedom all foreigners have to do, to believe, and to live as each sees
fit ; but also the money brings fifty percent [profit].

Esther Werndtlin, wife of the Reformed minister Moritz Göttschi who had led some
300 Swiss to Pennsylvania in 1734 but had died shortly after his arrival, wrote
from Philadelphia:

Nothing [is] to be hoped for them [the immigrants] in this country than that
they turn to heathens . . .among so many religions, Reformed, Lautrans [

Lutherans], Catholic, Quacrans, Menanists [Mennonites], Pietists . Sibentagren
[Sabbatists], Tumblers [Tunkers?], Atheists, also those that call themselves
nothing, that believe no religion, no worship, no churches, no schools . even
no God, no devil, no heaven, no hell .

	

Also so many languages,English,
Swedish, North Welsh, High German, Low German, Dutch . . .There is no end to
the religions and nations . This land is a house of refuge for banished sects,
a shelter for all evil-doers in Europe, a confounded Baba], a repository for
all unclean spirits . a dwelling place of devils, a first world Sodom.

Johann Jakob Rütlinger concluded his diary which was published in Switzerland in
1826 with this assessment:

A complete evaluation of America . its situation and conditions, I do not yet
trust myself to make .

	

When I consider everything I cannot yet say if I
should regard its liberty a goddess furthering the happiness of mankind or
as a hateful demon with the opposite consequences and effects . Sometimes I
think one way, sometimes another . I do believe this, however : America is
still capable of anything . I mean to say that it lies in the balance between
benediction and curse . All that is required is an initial push and one of
'the weights in the scale will rise and the other will sink .*

Different assessments indeed, a token sample that shows that the Swiss in Penn-
sylvania were people of many temperaments who took part in the building of a
mighty nation to be.

Bibliographical note : *The last excerpt is taken from Robert H . Billigmeier and
Fred Altschuler Picard, eds . . The	 Old Land and the New . The Journals of Two Swiss
Families	 in	 America	 in	 the	 1820's . (Minneapolis : University of Minneapolis Press,
1965),p .266, a fascinating work . Genealogical material abounds and readers may
find that membership in the Swiss American Historical Society might be of help .
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AN INTERESTING WORLD WAR TWO COVER . By Felix Ganz

NOTE : If AHPS members do not submit interesting covers for the "My Favorite Cov -
er" column, your editor will show some curiosities from his collections.

This quite in -
teresting item
was found in a
dealer's dollar
box recently.
It refutes once
again the still
prevailing o-
pinion that
Swiss soldiers'
issues had some
reason, postal -
lyspeaking, for
being affixed
to covers and
cards . They had
NOT, of course,
because all mi -
litary mail was
transported
free of charge;
but company
postal clerks
canceled these
charity seals
with their unit
handstamp, and
the Swiss Post

Office did not object to this practice as long as the unit cancel was legible.

The item shown above sports a cut-out from a pre-advertisement leaflet, in co-
lor, of the 1945 semipostal 10 cts . stamp benefiting war victims . It is shown
on the leaflet in enlarged form, and with fake . printed-on perforations!

	

Since
this letter was free-frank anyway, the postman of "Compagnie fumigène 1" struck
his fieldpost marking across part of the "stamp" [Cp . fumigène is best
translated with "gas company"), thus "canceling" it, just as he could have struck
his device on a dried butterfly stuck on the cover, or a piece of plywood, or a
chiIdren's play "stamp ." or whatever . The item as such is amusing and a curio;
bu

	

please do not trump up such items into rarities . They are NOT, in any way.

NEW ISSUE -- LIECHTENSTEIN; 20 FR . REGULAR ISSUE: SAINTS LUZIUS AND FLORINIUS.

This high value stamp, according to the Liechtenstein postal
administration almost desperately needed for the franking of
numerous overseas airmail parcels and heavy letters (don't for-
get : Liechtenstein has hundreds of business firms registered in
her territory which do much of their mailing from that country)
appeared on September 6 . The special cancellation
apparently depicts the coat of arms of the Bishop
of Chur, to whose domain the Principality belongs.
The marvellously executed stamp, sold on a FDC
which pictures the church of Waltensburg/Vuorz in

the Grisons, where the originals for the saints are
located . was designed by Professor Pilch (Vienna) .
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TREASURER'S INTERIM REPORT.

MORE FINANCIAL MATTERS -- TREASURER'S REQUEST

DUES ARE DUE -- IT IS THAT TIME OF THE YEAR AGAIN; DO (DUE) IT NOW !!!

In a very short time it will be 1980 . . .and that means a new fiscal year for

A .H .P .S .

	

It has been decided NOT to raise membership dues -- at least not
for all those who will remit their respective dues before December 22 . 1979.

For members in the United States, Canada and Mexico 1980 dues are $5 . ; for

those anywhere else (except U .S . military personnel abroad) they are $7 . if

seamail delivery of TELL is desired, and $11 . for airmail delivery .

	

If you

have liked your monthly TELL, if you have been successful in A .H .P .S . auc -

tions, or if you could add nice items to your collections by using circuit
sales for that purpose, then you should pull out your checkbook now and send
the respective amount, IN U .S .DOLLARS, to your treasurer, Frank Young, at 412
N . Main Street, HERKIMER NY 13350, USA. WE DO NOT SEND OUT DUES NOTICES ; but
whoever is not paid up by December 31 will not receive the January TELL!

Any member remitting his/her dues with postmark earlier than November 15, as
a special bonus will receive a copy of the "little " 1980 Zumstein Switzer -

land/Liechtenstein Catalogue at a special price of $8 .00 instead of$10.95. In

order to qualify for the special price . that amount must be added to the mem -

bership dues check or money order . Do not forget to report changes of address.

DUES FORM ON BACK PAGE OF AUCTION SHEET . DON'T FORGET TO LOOK!!
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THE POSTAL STATIONERY CORNER ; PRINTED-TO-POSTAL-ORDER GRATIS CARDS, STAMPED.

InSep
tember
of
1977,
the

Telephone

Direc -
torate
of the
PTT
sent
to all
listed

telephone

sub -
scrib -
ers a
card
of the
type
shown,,
depen -
ding on the

subscriber's nativetongue, as
an advertising stunt
to get people to send friends, relatives, etc . a gift in form of money paid in -
to the telephone district office and to be used by that recipient as desired.
Each packet advertising this "stunt" contained a card . imprinted with a 40c . red
ticker-like imprint, of the type used for printed-to-private-order stationery.

This card was to be
used to advise the
recipient of the
gift of that fact.
In effect, however,
this free gift of
a franked postcard
(postal card??) was
valid for sending
any message . domes-
tic or abroad ; but
what is amusing : it
cannot be bought!

The question for
the next Zumstein
Postal Stationery
catalogue remains
as to WHERE to ca -
talogue this item
which comes in 3
versions: German.

French, Italian . Is
it "official
stationery", or what???

By Felix Ganz .
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THE STANDING HELVETIA ISSUE, 1882 - 1907 ; AN OVERVIEW, V . By Edmund C . Walton.

MIXED FRANKINGS

Mixed frankings occur when stamps of different issue periods appear together on
a postal item . In modern times when stamps are not normally demonetized . mixed

franking has lost

	

a lot of its significance . At the time of the Standing Hel -

vetia issue, however, validity of the previous, Sitting Helvetia issue was
discontinued shortly after it was replaced by the Standing Helvetia, the overlap

RATES

It seems that rates other than for cards and
letters depended very much on destination and
underwent several changes during the life of the
Standing Helvetia issue . This is particularly
true for parcel post rates for which, I theor-
ize, the issue was in part intended . A detailed
rate study showing the single and combined use
of Standing Helvetia stamps will be a major as
well as worthwhile project for the future!

The following list thus is merely an initial one
that shows a few examples for single frankings
for each denomination issued . It is by no means
complete and I invite readers to add to it, by
sending xeroxes of single and combination frank-
ings to me via the editor of this bulletin.
The reconstruction of rate structures of that
period presents a number of very interesting
problems ; and the more cooperating collectors
will peruse and report on their holdings, the
more complete an eventual list may become!
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being from April 1, 1882 to September 30, 1883 -- a mere 18 months . Covers show -

ing examples of both issues together therefore are quite rare and highly de -

sirable . 12	 Equally desirable are mixed frankings on parcel cards, utilizing

the 500 cts . postage due stamp as a regular postage stamp -- a practice per -

mitted only to postal clerks and not to private parties.

COST

Used stamps for the most part are still relatively
inexpensive . Disregarding various perforations, a
collection of all values in the various colors . se-
curity marks and papers lists about $145 .00 in the
1978 Scott catalogue.

It is a totally different matter, however, when
looking for mint stamps and examples of the
varieties, plate faults and retouches . The enormous pop -
ularity of the issue among collectors, and now in -
vestors, is reflected in the way prices have in-
creased in the last few years.

Taking a look at the first printing of 1882, perf.
11 3/4, the cheapest mint examples of the six
values listed in one 1971 catalogue at $218 .00 (U .S .)
In the 1979 issue of that same catalogue, the same
six values list at

	

$785 .00 . One of the most pop -

ular plate faults . the "HELVETTA " variety, has in-
creased in cost about six-fold over the same pe -

riod.
The story is no different for issues of the corresponding period in several
other countries .

	

it is unfortunate that this produces strong discouragement
to those contemplating a collection of the Standing Helvetia .

	

There seems

little doubt, however, that the experience of the past few years will be the
pattern for the foreseeable future.

Once started into the Standing Helvetia issue, it is a journey without end,
limited only by the patience and the purse of its traveller .

	

Into it is com -

pressed the full range of philately, and not a little of the history of stamps.

BOOKS ; BIBLIOGRAPHY

Appended is a listing of articles and publications which contain valuable in-
formation connected with the Standing Helvetia issue and which have not been

referred to previously

	

in footnotes.

Andres, F .X ., and Emmenegger, H ., Grosses	 Handbuch der Abstemplungen auf
Schweizer Marken,	 1843	 -	 1907 . Enlarged and revised by A . Müller and A.
Lipp . (Verband Schweizerischer Philatelisten-Vereine, 1969 - 1978)

Caldwell, George W., "Standing Helvetia 1882 - 1907" . STAMPS, Oct. 20, 1945.
Idem, "Standing Helvetia 1882 - 1907 ." Helvetia	 Bulletin, No .13 ; July 1939.
 Gnägi, J., "Neues aus dem Briefmarken-Kabinett des PTT-Museums . Stehende Hel -

vetia ." SBZ, No . 6/7 ; June/July, 1975 ; p . 187 .

	

(A brief description of
the extensive collection of Standing Helvetias in the PTT Museum,Bern,
together with illustrations of sheets of No . 86A .)

Guinand, Pierre, "Un nouveau-né de 78 ans . . ." Cercle d'Etude philatélique du
Léman . BBZ, 3/1971, p .44 . (Describin g the discovery of examples of the
very rare 68A : 30 cts . brown .)

idem, " Helvétia debout -- une variété nouvelle ." BBZ, 7/8-1972, p .103 ; and

12 Winterstein, Felix, "Schweiz - Mischfrankaturen 1882-83." BBZ, 5/6-1978, p.81. (deals with the

occurrence of Standing Helvetia in company with the preceding issue for franking on cover .)

13 Scott's StandardPostage Stam p Catalogue . Scott Publishing Co . ; 1979, volume IV .
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9-1972, p .124 . (Concerning a new variety
of the 25 cts . of 1906 [Z93A] throwing
light

	

on the making of the prtg .plate .)
Idem, "Des fils de soie 'parasitaires ' , " BBZ 1-

1975, p .5 . (Describing the occurrence of
stray silk threads as in granite paper in
early Standing Helvetia stamps.

Idem, "86A--Les perles du graveur -- ou du phi -
latéliste?" BBZ, 2-1977 . p .27 . (Tracing
the variety 'Pearl over the Large 2"; Z86A)

Idem, "Stehende Helvetia ; der grosse Platten -
bruch der 25 c. von 1904 und seine Retou -
che ." BBZ, 3-1978 (German & French) .p .44.
(Plate break in fields 396-9 of this stamp)

Idem, "Stehende Helvetia : Die grossen Plattende -

fekte der 50 c . (G & F) . BBZ . 9-1978, p.123.
(Tracing constant plate faults of the va-
rious stages throughout this denomination .)

Idem, "Stehende Helvetia ; Der 25 Cts . Wert von
1904-06 und seine Ovalretouchen ." (G & F)
BBZ, 10-1978, p .142 . (Plating of retouches
found on this value .)

Idem, "Helvétia debout ; la grande griffe du 20
c ." BBZ, 1-1979 . p .5 . (Tracing the plate
fault's occurrence in several printings .)

Idem, "La page de l'expert ." SBZ, 8-1975, p .221 . (Examination of double impres-
sions found on the Standing Helvetia, both genuine and fabricated .)

Idem, "Helvetia debout ; Le 20c de 1905 et ses retouches de l'ovale . " Cercle d'
Etude phil . du Leman . SBZ, 9-1976 . (Retouches of the oval, 20c of 1905 .)

Idem, "La page de l'expert ." SBZ, 6/7-1976, p .191 . (Concerns repairs to perfora -
tions involving Standing Helvetia Z96B [30c .] of 1907 .)

Idem, "Stehende Helvetia ; die grosse Retouche der 1 Fr . Ergänzung zum Artikel
von Herrn Valko ." SBZ, 5-1978, p .164 (G & F) . (Supplementary remarks on an
article by Georges Valko [see below])

Kellner, Alexis, "The Standing Helvetia," STAMPS, August 2, 1941.
Valko, Georges, "Die verschiedenen Stadien der 'Grossen Retouche rechts' auf

dem 1 Fr . Wert ." SBZ, 11-1977, p .337 . (Deals with progressive plate wear .)
Idem, "Stehende Helvetia . Eine (un)-bekannte Retouche ." BBZ, 10-1976, p .163.

(Describes a heretofore unknown retouch on the 25c green, Z67D .)
Idem, "Die Ovalretouchen des Wertes Z73D ." BBZ, 5/6, 1977, p.85, and 7/8-77, p.116)

(A comprehensive study of retouches found on this value and other print -

ings .)
Wiedenmeier, Mario, "The Standing Helvetia, an Interesting Lady ." TELL, vol .4,

No .3 (March 1978), p .59 . (A general description with an excellent tabula -

tion of the complete issue .)
The end .
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NEW THINGS FOR THE CANCELLATION COLLECTOR



Dear Members,
As promised, here is an extremely large selection of K, Z, & S

material for your bidding pleasure . You may also notice quite a bit
of the pairs are in used condition which are getting very scarce to
find these days.

Only Fine to Very Fine copies are listed separately . Those that
did not meet these standards were combined into larger lots and listed
at the end separately. The last auction even saw keen bidding for the
" seconds " material so I am including it again even though it is gener-
ally not the policy to include this type of material.

Best of luck to all in Auction #38 . The closing date will be

NOVEMBER 10, 1979 For this auction 1 Sfr = 62¢ U .S .
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VISITS WITH THREE SWISS STAMP DESIGNERS . B y Ernest A . Kehr, AHPS life member.
While in Switzerland this past summer, we again had the pleasure (and privilege)
of visiting three of Switzerland's top stamp artists whom happily we number
among our personal friends.

In Luzern (Lucerne) we first encountered Hans Erni at the Swiss National Museum
of Transport and Communications (Verkehrshaus) on June 30, whence a two-hour TV
program was beamed to the rest of the European continent . A highly profession-
al presentation, called "We Travel with the SBB," (the federal railways) it
told the story of railway history and present-day services, as well as of the
museum's development aver the last twenty years -- from the figment of Alfred
Waldis' imagination to the most popular museum in Europe . It attracted more
than 600,000 visitors in 1978!

One segment of the show had Switzerland's top transportation experts make
sketches of old and modern vehicles, which Mr . Erni then studied and criticiz -
ed from an artistic point of view . and analysis.

Unable to "visit" during and after the show (the reception for specially in-
vited guests lasted until 1 :30 a .m .) our friend invited us up to his studio
home, and over appropriate refreshments he gave us a run-down of his current
activities . The highlight of these consists of putting the final touches on a
new building at the museum, the multi-million franc construction cost of which
he paid . Originally scheduled to open on July 1, 1979, unforeseen delays made
a new date (September 15) necessary .

	

Erni's building will house his art work
related to transportation, as well as accommodate guest displays by others.

During our visit we learned something of philatelic interest pertaining to the
four "Famous Personalities" stamps issued by Switzerland last February 21, and
we now give AHPS members a chance to test their philatelic sleuthing talents'.

While the official announcement by the Swiss PTT credits Mr . Erni with the de-
signs, his name is not included under the stamp (as is now usually the case
with Swiss issues produced by Helio-Courvoisier.

Reason : in making stamps at the Swiss PTT's printing plant in Bern, the inclu -
sion of small lettering under the stamp's picture is not practical.

Realizing this, the PTT authorities suggested that Mr . Erni sign his creations
in the body of the design . With characteristic modesty, he did add the signa -
ture, but so inconspicuously that it can be found only by patient hunting . For
a bit of fun, examine the four stamps and see if YOU can locate his name . (The
answers will be given in the November TELL .)

Our greatest joy came about a week later when we paid a long-overdue visit to
Karl Bickel and his wife . On our preceding four trips to Switzerland we could
not get to him because snows blocked access to his mountain eyrie.

Following a night in Walenstadt, his son, Karl jr ., drove us the three miles
up the snaky roads to the summit of Walenstadtberg, but then departed to keep
an appointment in Zürich . During the ride we learned that the master's
talented son was more and more involved with the engraving of new Swiss stamps. We
are not at liberty to mention his forthcoming ones ; but when they appear, in
1980 and 1981 . Swiss collectors certainly will notice the superlative burrin
(engraving needle) work that characterizes "Bickel" stamps, for he is rapidly
reaching and attaining that strong style for which the elder Bickel gained
such fame.

Karl Bickel, senior, despite the fact that doctors gave him but six months to
live after a serious, tubercular infection more than half a century ago, still
is alive and well at the age of 93 .
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For a couple of hours in his magnificent studio home, conversation recalled a
lifetime of stamp designing and engraving during which he created more than
one hundred stamps for Switzerland and Liechtenstein, all of which properly
rank among the some of the world's most beautiful . Bickel admitted that since
1976 he had not touched his brushes, pencils or burrins, but resigned himself
to the fullest possible enjoyment of what years are left to him in the quiet
tranquility of the mountain's summit where military alpine troops hold man -

euvers in the spring, cows graze in the summer, and chamois, ibex and eagles
forage for food in the winter.

With pride he recalled his eightieth birthday . On that occasion, high postal
and other officials came to his home to accept as a gift the incredible
PAXMAL, a temple and monument which he has taken more than twenty-five years
to build, and which is another story in itself.

Only a couple of weeks before our visit, three helicopters brought the entire
Federal Council from Bern to Walenstadtberg for a testimonial presentation to
this great artist who has been aptly called the "modern Michelangelo . "

While bothered with failing eyesight and hearing, Mr . Bickel has lost none of

his vitality . During the stroll from his home to the Hochruck inn/restaurant
his step was brisk -- and he carried his cane rather than using it.

Over the past several years the military has purchased nearly all of the pla-
teau area on the top of the mountain, and they would like to add the last few
acres .

	

But with determination typical of Mr . Bickel, he assured us that "my
property here, so close to heaven, is bequeathed to my son, and like me he
will never part with it, however bothersome it may be to have troops enacting
war games all around you for a few weeks each year ."

Bickel also apologized for hosting us at the restaurant ; but he explained that

unlike other years, when we dined at. his home, his wife just was not up to
preparing an appropriate meal for "friends who have come so long a way to de-
light us with a personal visit ."

The couple, however, had specified the menu and selected wines as though they
were serving it all in the comfort of the Bickel residence!

FUN WITH SWISS TOWN NAMES : THE "SOWS" (-SAUs) OF "
SCHWEIZ."W. Abt; U. Lang; F. Ganz

Dog days tend to breed irreverence, puns, and an affliction to enjoy the
lighter side of life. Flippancy and facetiousness "want out." So it began harmlessly
enough with : HOW MANY SAUs (SOWS) ARE THERE IN SWITZERLAND? ; meaning town names
ending in -sau (actually a possessive's "s" plus "AU" which means "meadow," or
such .) One said that his grandfather used to enumerate seven, but that he knew
of more ; and three encyclopedias, two geographic dictionaries, and several hot
afternoons later, the following deeply important list emerged (SAUs with a p .o.
are shown by *) :

BRÜLISAU (Al) *	 GÜNDISAU (ZH)	 RAPISAU (Al)
DAMSAU (AG)

	

HELLSAU (BE) (p .o .*=

	

RICHISAU (Gli
DIEPOLDSAU (SG) * 	 Höchstetten-Hellsau)

	

ROSSAU (ZH)
EGLISAU (2H) *

	

HERISAU (AR) *1 ; *2

	

ROSSAU (SG)
ELSAU (ZH)	 HILFISAU (SG)	 RÜEGSAU (BE) *

GERSAU (SZ) *

	

NANISAU (AI)

	

WILLISAU (LU) *
GOSSAU (SG) *

	

RÄDLISAU (SG)

	

WISLISAU (BE)
GOSSAU (ZH) *

	

RAMSAU (SG)

Any finders

	

of additional sows in Switzerland, geographic ones, that is, will
receive a gallon of swill -- free!!
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NEWS, BRIEFS, VARIA AND TRIVIA FROM THE EDITOR PRO –TEM ' S BINS

How many of you were successful in securing, and how many
of you missed out on the National Airlines First Eastbound
Flight connection between Miami and Zürich?

	

A purple cachet
was affixed at AMF Miami, and a similar looking one in blue
at Miami GPO . The original announcement stated that the
flight would take place around June 24 ; but the grounding of
all DC-10s apparently postponed this initial flight because
the cds read July 22 . The machine backstamp fromZürich. l
records the arrival date there as July 23,1979 . at 10 a .m.
Only question remaining : was there a westbound cachet, too?

Some issues ago we reported that TELL used to have a column
called "Questions and Answers", run by Charles LaBlonde, and
we jokingly proposed the question of "Where and when was
William Tell born?" Well, our columnist lost no time in retorting as follows:
"William Tell wasn't born ; he was invented by stamp designers to sell stamps! "
Comments, anyone??

The 1960 Europa stamp of Liechtenstein, in spite of its large issue of 322,000
(larger than that of a good number of other, but yet much cheaper Liechtenstein
issues) has been reported, by Liechtenstein official stamp expert Bruno Rupp of
Ruggell FL, as showing up in a completely faked version . The false fabrications
have pure white paper and line perforation (instead of sheet perforation) . The
artist's and printer's names appear somewhat smudged and the (fake) gum is fair -
ly obvious if compared with a genuine piece . So far only mint copies have been
seen ; but the appearance of examples with false cancellations is a possibility.

HJMR . POB 6638, HOLLYWOOD FL 33021, one of the largest dealers in philatelic li -
terature in this country, in a recent advertisement announced the availability
of the following books or writings on Swiss stamps : René Gees : Rayon	 Ill	 with
Large	 Figures (in German) ; G . Valko : Switzerland	 Standing	 Helvetia (in German);
Swiss	 Official	 Airmail	 Catalogue and Handbook, 1978 issue ; Police Revenues of
Basel, by J . Barefoot ; René Gees: The 	 UPU, 1900; in German ; with a foreword in
English by W .R .Morrison ;

	

Sitting	 Helvetia	 Frankings (in German) ; H . Leutwyler:
The Swiss Hotel	 Post (in German) ; The Rayon One Book, in German and French ; and
J . Bühler's Swiss	 Classics ; Facts	 not Found	 in	 the	 Catalogue (in German) . Inter -
ested parties please contact the firm directly, at the above address.

Pricing Oddities :

	

We surely do not mind it if not everything zooms out of sight
of the average collector, price-wise . But it is strange, nevertheless, in view
of the ever increasing demand for United Nations issues AND their forerunners,
to note the prices (and numbers issued) of some Geneva forerunners, as per 1979
Zumstein catalogue. (This is written before the 1980 catalogues have become av -
ailable .) : LEAGUE OF NATIONS [Zmst. D I!! ; SDN] : 23z (90 c., grilled paper, used;
28,000 issued) : SFr . 12 . ; 12z (1 Fr., grilled paper, used ; 23 .000) : Fr .8 . ; 54z

(35 c ., grilled paper, used ; 25 .000) : Fr .6 .25 ; 9z mint (50 c., grilled gum; 16,500)
2 Fr .!! ; 24z mint (1 .20Fr ., grilled paper ; 13,000) : 6Fr . ; INTERNTL. LABOR OFFICE
(ILO; Zmst. D IV ; BIT) : 20z (90 c ., grilled paper ; 10,000) : Fr .23 . ; 19z mint (70c.
grilled paper ; ca . 16,500) : Fr.3.!!; 57 (3Fr., mint; 8000+) : Fr .10 .

	

AND SO ON.
What would U.S. Zeppelins [C13-151 cost if only 10,000 copies were available?

The annual Rapp Auction of 1979 (held in April) had a total sales volume of SFr.
25 million (or about $ 15 million), NOT including the 12% surcharge the buyer
must pay to the auction house . Of the over ten thousand lots, sold in an entire
week of auctions, almost half were Swiss lots . They brought a combined total of
about 4 .2 million dollars . Star of the show was a superb Basel Dove which was
knocked down for 100,000 SFr ., plus the 12% . Check your catalogue price in com -

parison . Where is it all going to end?
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.MORE NEWS, BRIEFS, VARIA, TRIVIA, and the like:

On June 1, 1980, the direct rail link to Zürich Airport will beinaugurated. The
original date of completion of

	

this line had been 1982 .

	

It will consist of two
types of connections : 1) a frequent shuttle service between Zürich's principal
station (Hauptbahnhof) and Kloten Airport . Duration of run : about ten minutes;
and 2) Rerouting of express trains of the line Geneva - Lausanne - Fribourg or
Biel/Bienne - Bern - Olten - Aarau - Zürich - Winterthur - St .Gallen - Romans-
horn via Kloten Airport . with a special stop . !n addition, some other trains,
for instance from Luzern, also will detour, or terminate at the airport . This
will eliminate a variety of bus services and reduce a traveler's expenses.

More and more larger post offices in Switzerland are starting to use . especially
at their parcel post windows, meter-like tapes for franking over-the-counter
mail,

	

A variety of new types of machines and designs have made their appear-
ance over the last three years, and a Mr . Galliker reports on all of them reg -

ularly and faithfully,
almost monthly, in
"philatelica" magazine.
The newest type (Fig.1)
resembles in its right
half of the imprint the
machine stamps describ -
ed in September TELL;
but the rest of the

indicia represents the cancella -
tion . There are types with and without hour reel .

	

Fig .2 shows another, older
type from a different manufacturer . Specialists distinguish types of paper used,
shade or color varieties of imprint, etc . ; and some want to call these products
"coil stamps" because they are produced from a roll of paper . . .a bit far fetched.

The article on Swiss Postage Dues . by E . Bommeli (instalment V) in the July 1979
Helvetia	 Newsletter discloses the existence of at least 30 subtypes of the large
outline T and at least 5 subtypes of the small . solid T in a circle . The differ -
ences are to be found in the form of the serifs of the T's crossbar and at the
foot of the letter . as well as by the distance of the outlines in the large T.

Switzerland is third in the list of numbers of telephones per inhabitants . 65 .9
telephones are reported there, topped only by the U .S . (74 .4) and Sweden (71 .7).

It would be nice to produce an article with opinions on never hinged vs . hinged
stamps -- the hottest, continuing controversy in philately today . The point of
departure now seems to be : why pay 200% premium for gum . . .especially if no one
will give you an opinion on its being authentic . Regummers have become experts
to the point that a repair job cannot even be detected under ultraviolet light.
And the amazing parade of superbly and flawlessly gummed issues of the nine-
teenth century continues in ever increasing numbers -- and everyone knows that
such amounts of perfect copies simply cannot exist because until twenty years
ago all serious collectors invariably hinged their stamps . Any volunteers?

The Swiss PTT, in its annual listing of postal facilities in the country, com -
mitted a glorious goof, discovered by AHPS member Karl Sharp . They attributed
the Bernese village of 2552 Orpund, 	 near Biel/Bienne to the new Canton du Jura:
Obviously this will have ruffled some feathers by now in various quarters . . ..

Charles LaBlonde, new chief of AHPS' Postal History Study Group, produced the
second quarterly newsletter under his supervision, or chairmanship . with date of
September 1, 1979, and number eleven .

	

He appeals to all collectors owning let-
ters and cards marked "RL", (Rayon Limitrophe ; or across the border mail) to send
xeroxes of such pieces to Harlan Stone, AHPS' vice-president (address on p .210)
who will try to record all such pieces chronologically and produce order in an
otherwise messy and little explored field of Swiss postal rates .
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THE STORY OF SWITZERLAND'S °PARIS PROOFS .° By David F.Beaber
Reprinted from The Northeastern Philatelist, Volume 1, No . 1 (August 1979) with
the permission of author and editor.

Many articles in philately emerge
as genuinely new pieces of refer-
ence material and research . Others.
are reiterations of work done some
twenty years ago . This is of the
latter variety.

We're dealing, here, with a series
of apparent "trial color proofs"
of Swiss stamps which, it appears,
are

	

identified every twenty years
as non-philatelic reprints . In the
off-cycle, it seems, they gain

	

in
reputation until another article
is published . Since reputable auc-
tion houses both in this country
and abroad are again offering lots
of "trial color proofs", with a
clear conscience, it's time again
to debunk the myth.

The objects of our consideration
are

	

imperforate

	

varieties,

	

in
various colors and on

	

various

papers,

	

of

	

two of Switzerland's
Standing Helvetia

	

stamps .

	

The
"real" '	(issued)

	

copies

	

of

	

the
stamp are Scott nos . 85 and

	

112:
the redesigned plate of the 40c
stamp, first issued to the public
in 1904 (shown as design A21) ; and
the redesigned plate of the 25c
stamp of 1906 (identified

	

as

	

de-
sign A20 by Scott, and footnoted
under the listing for

	

#112) .

	

The
so-called

	

"proofs"

	

are available
in abundance.

Make no mistake about it, these
were both brand-new plates . They
were the creation of Max Girardet,
the then-current printer of the
Standing Helvetia stamps . Girardet
stands out as possibly one of the
most colorful

	

(no

	

pun intended)
characters in Swiss philately.

Girardet took over the postal con-
tract for printing the Standing
Helvetia stamps in 1886, some four
years after the original issue of
the stamps .

	

His advantage over
Muellhaupt, the original

	

printer,
was the use of steam-driven, rath -

	

er than hand-operated,

	

presses,

and it can be imagined that a sub-
stantial increase in productivity
was gained.

For some 10-15 years, Girardet's
contract with the Swiss government
appears to have operated smoothly.
To be sure, printing problems were
experienced with the prolonged use
of the same plates and master
dies . The plates were made of cop-
per, and

	

experienced

	

wear,

	

with
the millions of stamps issued.
They were re-engraved, and re-en-
graved again, to preserve the in-
tegrity of the printing process.
The "retouches" on thisseriesof
stamps are today a major field of
study within Swiss philately.

Not long after the turn of the
century, the 25c and 40c plates
were nearing the end of their term
of use,

	

these two denominations
being the primary "carriers" for
the postal rates of the time .

	

At
the same time, the technology in
engraved stamps

	

had

	

improved;
printing

	

plates

	

could by then be
done in

	

steel .

	

Accordingly,

	

new
designs were produced by Gir-
ardet : a 40c and a 25c stamp of
nearly the same design, but with
altered value tablets

	

at

	

the
bottom.

By the time these stamps were
officially

	

issued,

	

however,

	

our
friend Girardet had

	

discovered
additional

	

financial

	

avenues

	

to
success outside of

	

post-office
contracts .

	

Mistakes happen, after
all, and by this time a wealth

	

of
collectors

	

were avidly seeking
varieties of the Standing Helvetia-
stamps . Mistakes happened,

	

as

	

it
turns

	

out :

	

double-printings,
stamps printed on both sides, etc.
Girardet's

	

philatelic

	

"extras"
were

	

in part responsible for the
loss

	

of

	

his

	

printing

	

contract,
sometime

	

in

	

1907 .

	

Even

	

today,
these deliberate

	

"errors"

	

are
identified

	

as

	

spurious varieties
in the specialized

	

catalogues

	

of
Swiss stamps .
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. . .SWITZERLAND'S "PARIS PROOFS," cont.

But Girardet wasn't finished

	

with

us,

	

as collectors,

	

because

	

he
still owned at least a copy of the
master dies for his last two
steel-engraved stamps . From these,
he created new plates of the 25c
and 40c stamp, and he sold them to
a printer

	

in

	

Paris .

	

From

	

these
plates were created the "Paris
Proofs" :

	

just about

	

everything

imaginable .

	

They

	

were printed in
virtually every color

	

and

	

shade;
and they were printed on thick,
thin, hard, soft, india, and

	

laid
paper : also cardboard . Some are
known on paper with the watermark
of a French paper manufacturer!

Past sources differ as to whether
the plates were old ones retained,
or new ones created by Girardet
for sale . Multiples show that the
engraving is uniformly superb, and
includes layout lines and dots
between the stamps . The spacing of
the stamps is also about 1mm wider
on the "Paris Proofs" than on the
issued stamps . These were brand-
new plates.

Are there genuine proofs of the
25c and 40c steel-engraved plates?
Yes . There are die proofs

	

in

black,

	

but

	

no recognized

	

plate
proofs.

Were

	

there

	

really

	

trial

	

color
proofs? 	 Perhaps,

	

but

	

it

	

isn't
probable . Under UPU regulations,
which were highly regarded by the
Swiss, the color of a stamp deter-
mined its postal usage, and the
Swiss switched a few colors around
in the late 1890's to conform to

the standard . The postal usage of
a 25c stamp dictated that it would
be blue . A 40c

	

stamp would,

	

for
the same reasons,

	

be grey .

	

It
would

	

seem

	

unlikely

	

that

	

both
stamps had

	

been printed, as tri-
als, across the color spectrum.

Essentially . Girardet so muddied
the study of color proofs that
none are recognized . He died, we
are told, in poverty, in the early
1920's .
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The plates used in this escapade
were eventually recovered by the
Swiss government, but the damage,
of course, had be en done .

	

At the
time,

	

the market was flooded with
these spurious reprints ; and

	

over
the years, it has become less and
less so . The

	

knowledge of

	

their
origin diminishes.

Probably, in twenty years or so,
this article will again be writ-
ten .
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN; PART 75

MACHINE CANCELLATIONS, III . By Felix Ganz ; with valuable help fromM.Rutherfoord

Most machine cancellation collectors are interested in the flag (slogan ; killer)
part of a machine strike ; but please NEVER separate a flag from a crown unless
you want to lose all philatelic (and monetary) value of such a piece .

	

Also see

to it that, whenever possible, you will either keep the entire letter or card
(after a while a potentially space consuming affair) or at least, as the res -

pective and competent collectors' societies tell you, try for cut-outs with a
minimum size of 90 by 40 millimeters which contain

	

both crown and flag intact
(newer cancellations preferably 100 by 40 mm) and which also include

	

an undam -

aged stamp (except for the categories of machine cancellations not requiring a
postage stamp, such as P .P .) .

	

Smaller cut-outs are worth but a fraction of
complete covers or cards and/or proper size cut-outs, except perhaps for earli -

est as well as extremely scarce flags.

Slogans from after 1940 furthermore should be completely free of the stamp ; if
they tie a stamp the value decreases by at least 50%.

How should one organize a machine cancellation collection? There are no real
guidelines except for the 90 by 40 mm size if you collect cut-outs ; but it is
quite clear that it would be foolish today to attempt a collection of all slo-
gans from all towns, combined with all crowns as well as from every use or re-
use over the years -- and some Swiss slogans have seen occasional or regular
use in dozens of towns over periods of decades!

	

Such a "total" collection
would produce tremendous duplication and repetition and would probably place
such a collection into the category of a many-volumed bore .

	

Until about 1950,
however, that kind of completeness was possible.

The above observations will not deter a true specialist from wanting to under-
take a completion project with ONE slogan . for instance (just as there are col-
lectors in this country concentrating only on the "Pray for Peace " slogan, etc.)

but to try this with all existing slogans simply is not feasible unless you
have direct access to a large, Swiss business house's total incoming mail, plus
a large attic or basement!

For "one-of-a-kind" slogan cancellation collectors the Swiss GD-PTT in the past
published three editions of the Swiss Machine Cancellations 	 Catalogue which
contained information on all flags and slogans used in Switzerland since 1911
and in Liechtenstein since about 1960 .

	

The last of these editions appeared in
1968, followed by three supplements -- all sold out and obsolete for years . But
the Swiss Society of Cancellation Collectors (SVP/ASCEP ; Jurablickstrasse 54,

3028 Spiegel bei Bern) after publishing a now also obsolete and out of print
companion volume with prices, currently is hard at work on a most comprehensive.
catalogue that will treat all aspects of Swiss machine cancellation collecting.
This priced, major work is expected in late 1979 or early 1980.

The GD-PTT catalogues . as well as the soon expected handbook follow a system of
five principal categories of slogans . with subcategories, as given below . The
monthly publication of the SVP/ASCEP, available for less than SFr . 20 . from the
above address, and called Der Poststempelsammler (in German and French) contains
a monthly, numbered update, both by slogan category and by post offices where
used ; and the same society provides, for members ONLY, a new issue service for
all new flags and slogans.

The coding system, in general use by all Swiss machine cancel collectors, is as
follows:

GROUP 0 : Machine Cancellations Without propaganda Slogan:

0 .1 : Crowns ONLY (no flag at all) [Fig . 2 4 - 27]
0 .2 : Mute Obliterators (wavy lines, etc .) or flags [Fig . 28 - 33]
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0 .3 : P .P . (Postage Prepaid) flags, usually found on mail without stamps
[Fig

	

34 - 37];

Propaganda and Publicity [Figs . 38 - 45];

Publicity:
for support of elimoosinary or non-profit organizations ; or
days of giving to worthy causes, etc . [Fig . 46 - 49]
publicity or propaganda for Switzerland, or occasionally the

entire world [Figs . 50 - 57];

GROUP 3 : Specific Town Publicity 	 Flags(pictorial, plus text, and used ONLY in
that particular town's machine(s)) [Fig. 58 - 61];

GROUP 4 : Special	 Event	 Publicity:
4 .1 : Exhibitions, fairs and such

	

[Fig . 62 - 65]
4 .2 : Jubilees, centennials and such [Fig . 66 - 69]
4 .3 : Meetings (conferences ; congresses)

	

[Fig . 70 - 73]
4 .4 : Cultural events (drama, theater, music) [Fig . 74- 77]
4 .5 : Sports events [Fig . 78 - 81]

GROUP

	

1 :

affixed

Postal

GROUP

	

2 : General
2 .1 : Appeals

2 .2 :
special
General

	4 .6 :	 Other events	 [Fig . 	 82	 -	 85] .
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